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Topic: Confirmation of Operation Teen Book Drop Effort 
 
Background: In the fall of 2007 the Readergirlz proposed a joint project with 

YALSA for the 2008 Support Teen Literature Day, which the Board 
discussed and approved via email.  Including this item on the consent 
agenda formalizes this previous decision. 

 
Action Required:   Consent 
 

 

Overview of Operation Teen Book Drop (TBD): 
To build awareness and excitement for the second annual Support Teen Lit Day on April 17th, 
readergirlz and YALSA plan to implement a massive, coordinated release of YA books into the 
top 23 pediatric hospitals across the country.  Playing off of the 4/17 date, we will enlist major 
publishing houses to each donate 417 copies of acclaimed, popular, and appropriate YA novels 
and audio books to Children’s Hospitals affiliated with the Circle of Care, the prestigious, 
internationally recognized society of leading benefactors of children’s hospitals.  These books 
will be distributed to teen patients with approximately 10% to remain in each hospital’s library.   
Each released book will be stickered with a bookplate that includes the YALSA logo, readergirlz 
logo, and Operation TBD logo—along with a short blurb about the program.   
 
Additionally, the readergirlz divas/authors will invite the entire YA author community and 
readergirlz members to leave YA books in a teen gathering spot within their communities. There, 
the books might be found, taken, and read.  Participants in Operation TBD will report their 
release in a thread at the readergirlz group forum on MySpace and/or Facebook. We could offer 
a downloadable bookplate or bookmark with the YALSA logo, readergirlz logo, and Operation 
TBD logo—along with a blurb about the program 
 
YALSA, through its Publishers’ Liaison and Outreach Committees, will provide an online how-
to guide for librarians to participate on a local level with community hospitals.  To tie in Support 
Teen Lit Day’s mission of showcasing librarians’ expertise in connecting teens with books, 
YALSA will also generate and publish a series of booklists/bookmarks relating to recommended 
reading for hospitalized, sick and/or shut in teens and their families.  These bookmarks will be 
distributed in Children’s Hospitals as well as be offered as a downloadable document on the 
readergirlz and YALSA websites. 
 
Operation TBD Objectives: 
We see Operation TBD as having four major objectives: 

1. Distribute high-quality YA books to teens in hospitals, a population that needs the 
solace of story, whether it’s fantasy, escapist reading or award-winning literature. 
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2. Create significant buzz for Support Teen Lit Day with a unique, unprecedented, 
national program and communicate that teen books are high-quality works of 
literature. 

3. Increase awareness for all partners:  YALSA, readergirlz, participating publishers, 
YA authors, and Children’s Hospitals. 

4. Enable Children’s Hospitals to leverage Operation TBD for their own media and 
fundraising purposes. 
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